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Massive deployments of wireless sensor nodes (WSNs) that continuously detect physical, biological or chemical pa-
rameters are needed to truly benefit from the unprecedented possibilities opened by the Internet-of-Things (IoT). Just
recently, new sensors with higher sensitivities have been demonstrated by leveraging advanced on-chip designs and
microfabrication processes. Yet, WSNs using such sensors require energy to transmit the sensed information. Con-
sequently, they either contain batteries that need to be periodically replaced or energy harvesting circuits whose low
efficiencies prevent a frequent and continuous sensing and impact the maximum range of communication. Here, we
report a new chip-less and battery-less tag-based WSN that fundamentally breaks any previous paradigm. This WSN,
formed by off-the-shelf lumped components on a printed substrate, can sense and transmit information without
any need of supplied or harvested DC power, while enabling full-duplex transceiver designs for interrogating nodes
rendering them immune to their own self-interference. Also, even though the reported WSN does not require any ad-
vanced and expensive manufacturing, its unique parametric dynamical behavior enables extraordinary sensitivities
and dynamic ranges that can even surpass those achieved by on-chip sensors. The operation and performance of
the first implementation of this new WSN are reported. This device operates in the Ultra-High-Frequency range and
is capable to passively and continuously detect temperature changes remotely from an interrogating node.

In the last decades, the continuously expanding Internet-of-Things1

(IoT) has created a plethora of new exciting possibilities within re-2

cently developed smart applications for structural health monitoring1,3

environmental surveys2, smart logistics3 and more. Nevertheless,4

such possibilities could be fully exploited only if low-cost and higher5

sensitivity wireless sensor nodes (WSNs) able to operate uninterrupt-6

edly were available for a massive-scale deployment4–7. For instance,7

the ability to strategically distribute thousands of such desired WSNs8

would aid to promptly detect and localize any behavioral anomalies9

in the structures of buildings, bridges and more, hence permitting to10

monitor their structural integrity8. Similarly, the same ability would11

allow to timely identify the occurrence of a fire9–12 in both indoor12

and outdoor settings, thus improving the safety of individuals and13

greatly reducing the losses in agriculture and in national resources14

that are more and more often experienced today. Also, according to15

recent studies, more than 20% of the food produced every year in16

the sole United States is wasted due to items in cold manufacturing17

and delivery chains13 exposed to not suitable temperatures, causing18

a financial loss of more than 200 billion dollars. The inadequate19

refrigeration of perishable food is also responsible for serious food-20

borne illnesses that annually cause more than one hundred thousand21

hospitalizations and thousands of deaths just in the US13. By en-22

abling low-cost WSNs with long enough lifetime to continuously23

monitor all the processes in cold-chains and to promptly and reliably24

identify any specific items exposed to inadequate temperature, it25

would be possible to significantly lower these dramatic numbers,26

hence mitigating their serious consequences.27

Any existing WSN14, 15 used for remote sensing applications can28

be seen as the combination of a sensing system and a radio frequency29

(RF) front-end responsible to transmit and receive electromagnetic30

signals. The sensing system relies on a sensor to detect the varia-31

tions of a specific parameter-of-interest (PoI) with a sensitivity that32

strongly depends on the adopted sensing technology. In particu-33

lar, the development of advanced manufacturing processes has re-34

cently enabled sensitive on-chip micro- and nano-electromechanical35

(MEM/NEM) physical12, 16 and chemical17, 18 sensors, consuming 36

near-zero stand-by powers. Yet, the majority of the existing WSNs, 37

including those using such miniaturized new sensors, still require 38

considerable amounts of energy to transmit the sensed information 39

to any other interrogating nodes or readers within the same network. 40

As a result, they must rely on on-board batteries or, alternatively, on 41

integrated harvesting circuits19, scavenging energy from the environ- 42

ment and use it to temporally sustain the transmission capabilities. 43

Thanks to the recent advancement in zero-power sensor technolo- 44

gies12, battery-powered WSNs can nowadays achieve extremely long 45

lifetimes (nearly 10 years, limited by the self-discharge of their bat- 46

teries) when deployed to detect time-critical but relatively rare events 47

(i.e. operating predominantly in off- but alert-mode). Nevertheless, 48

such lifetimes can be abruptly reduced to just few months when, in- 49

stead, WSNs need to sense and transmit information many times per 50

hour, thus demanding orders of magnitude higher average power lev- 51

els than what consumed during their stand-by operational mode. In 52

such more elaborate operational scenario, frequent periodical battery 53

replacements are required, hence leading to high maintenance costs 54

that can even be unsustainable when WSNs are deployed at hardly 55

reachable locations or in harsh environments. Also, the increase of 56

the number of deployed battery-powered WSNs is generating a fast 57

growing environmental concern regarding the disposal of batteries 58

in landfills. Similarly, any WSNs relying on on-chip harvesting cir- 59

cuits are also hardly usable when a frequent detection of any PoIs is 60

required. In fact, both the maximum communication range and the 61

highest detection rate achievable through these WSNs are severely 62

affected by the inability of the currently available rectifying circuits 63

to exhibit acceptable efficiencies when receiving RF power levels 64

significantly lower than 1mW20. So, in order to enable WSNs that 65

can be frequently interrogated without relying on any batteries or 66

harvesting circuits, a growing attention has been recently paid to 67

chip-less and battery-less tag-based WSNs. These WSNs are print- 68

able on easily disposable substrates, thus enabling exceptionally low 69

manufacturing costs7, while being equipped with sensing capabili- 70
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Fig. 1 | A Sub-Harmonic Tag (SubHT) and its unique operational features. a, Schematic of an envisioned SubHT-enabled wireless sensing architecture. It

allows to passively and remotely sense any targeted PoIs. Also, the sensed information is radiated back from the SubHT towards the interrogating node by

using a passively generated carrier frequency ( fin/2) that is half of the interrogating frequency ( fin). b, Circuit schematic representation of a generic SubHT.

This includes a varactor and a passive network of off-the-shelf lumped components acting as a stabilization network for the large-signal periodic regimes

driven by the SubHT received input power (Pin). Also, this network embodies one component that is sensitive to the specific PoI and that is responsible for the

activation of the unique dynamics leveraged by the SubHT to sense the PoI. c, A graphic representation of the typical input and output signals characteristics of

a SubHT, for input power levels (Pin) lower (in green) or higher (in red) than the SubHT parametric power threshold (Pth). d, Typical output power (Pout ) vs. Pin

characteristic of a SubHT when not perturbed (in green) by the PoI or, alternatively, when subject to a positive (in red) or negative (in blue) variations of the

PoI.

ties. Yet, in order to achieve a small size and a long communication1

range,while rendering any interrogating nodes able to separate the2

transmitted and received data streams, the existing chip-less and3

battery-less tag-based WSNs must rely on advanced resonant com-4

ponents with exceptionally high quality factors (Q), like surface5

acoustic wave (SAW)21 devices. Although the use of such high-Q6

components comes with significantly higher manufacturing costs7,7

these devices are key, when used in conventional tag-based WSNs,8

to ensure that any interrogating nodes can distinguish the received9

sensed information from their self-interference and from any occur-10

ring environmental electromagnetic echos of their output signals.11

Just recently, in order to avoid using any expensive high-Q compo-12

nents, a class of chip-less and battery-less tag-based WSNs known as13

harmonic tags (HTs) has been proposed22, 23. These WSNs rely on14

unbiased nonlinear devices, such as varactors or Shottkey diodes, to15

deliver the sensed information through output signals that have twice16

the frequency of the interrogating ones, thus being easily distinguish-17

able, once received by the interrogating nodes, from any undesired18

signals with the same frequency used by the interrogating one. Yet, 19

the output signals of harmonic tags show power levels that are lower 20

than those of their input signals by a large amount known as conver- 21

sion loss (CL) that, depending on the technology of the nonlinear 22

variable capacitor, can even exceed 35dB23 when the received input 23

power levels are lower than -15dBm. In addition, since the sensed 24

information is transmitted at twice the frequency of the interrogating 25

signals, harmonic tags inherently suffer from a 6dB higher path-loss 26

than traditional single-frequency counterparts, thus further reducing 27

the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver of their interrogating 28

nodes and, consequently, the maximum communication range. 29

In this Article, we present the first prototype of a novel class 30

of chip-less and battery-less tag-based WSNs, referred to as sub- 31

harmonic tags (SubHTs) (Fig. 1a). SubHTs break any previous 32

paradigm related to the design of chip-less and battery-less tag-based 33

WSNs by making it possible to remotely and continuously sense 34

PoIs with extraordinary sensitivities and dynamic ranges, yet relying 35

on low-cost off-the-shelf lumped components assembled on printed 36
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substrates. Also, similarly to any previously reported harmonic tags,1

SubHTs transmit the sensed information over a dedicated channel,2

distant from the one leveraged to interrogate them. However, differ-3

ently from any previous counterparts, this full-duplex characteristic is4

achieved by strategically operating in regions where a parametrically5

originated period-doubling mechanism is active. This mechanism6

allows SubHTs to transmit the sensed information through a dedi-7

cated passively generated carrier frequency ( fout ), which is half of8

the one used by the interrogating signal ( fin = 2 fout ). Regardless of9

the very low input power levels (<-18dBm) at which SubHTs can10

operate and despite the fact that no DC biasing voltage is used, Sub-11

HTs generate the output signal from the received input power more12

efficiently than harmonic tags, thus enabling significantly lower CL-13

values. Furthermore, since for any chosen fin value fout is always14

one fourth of the output frequency that would be used if harmonic15

tags were adopted, SubHTs inherently enable a 12dB reduction in16

the path-loss affecting the portion of their output signal reaching17

the interrogating nodes. These unique features enable orders of18

magnitude higher SNRs at the receiver of the interrogating nodes19

than what has ever been possible to achieve through harmonic tags,20

hence paving the way towards a more accurate wireless sensing and21

a longer communication range. Furthermore, we show that the unex-22

plored parametric dynamics leveraged by SubHTs24–27 also allow to23

massively boost the sensitivity and the dynamic range attained by off-24

the-shelf commercial sensors, thus providing the means to achieve25

superior sensing capabilities without requiring advanced on-chip26

sensors like the recently developed MEM/NEM components.27

In order to demonstrate the unique characteristics exhibited by28

SubHTs, the operation and performance of the first SubHT prototype29

made of off-the-shelf lumped components are described here. This30

device operates at fin equal to 886MHz and remotely measures31

temperature at 4 meters from a complementary interrogating node.32

Despite the fact that this SubHT is not relying on any advanced33

components with high temperature-sensitivity and high dynamic34

range but only on a commercial off-the-shelf thermistor, it can show35

a sensitivity (Smax) and a dynamic range that are orders of magnitude36

higher than what is achievable when the same thermistor is used as37

a separate sensor. In the next section, we will discuss the general38

principle of operation of SubHTs. Afterwards, we will focus on39

the main design and performance characteristics of the built SubHT40

prototype.41

Principle of operation42

Independently of the targeted sensing parameter, any SubHT can be43

described as a two-port electrical network formed by an un-biased44

variable capacitor and a set of lumped electrical passive elements45

(Fig. 1b). This set includes a component, such as a separate com-46

mercial off-the-shelf sensor, with an electrical impedance dependent47

on the specific PoI. The two ports of any SubHTs are connected to48

properly sized antennas, enabling the simultaneous reception and49

transmission of signals from and to the interrogating nodes. The50

technology (planar, wire, aperture, etc.) and design characteristics of51

such antennas can be chosen based on the targeted application and52

other system level requirements. Depending on the strength and on53

the frequency of its input signal, a SubHT can exhibit operational54

regions where it undergoes a period-doubling mechanism26, 28. In55

such regions, it relies on the energy coming from the interrogating56

node, at a frequency fin, to passively generate a strong output signal57

at fin/2 (i.e. fout ), which is radiated back to the interrogating node.58

The activation of such period-doubling mechanism (Fig. 1c) occurs59

through a super-critical bifurcation28 triggered by the power (Pin)60

of the SubHT input signal. In particular, for Pin values exceeding61

a certain threshold (known as parametric threshold, Pth), SubHTs 62

exhibit a steep but continuous Pout vs. Pin characteristic (Fig. 1d), 63

where Pout is the output power at fout delivered to the antenna used 64

for transmission. Pth, which designates the minimum input power 65

at which a SubHT can operate, is set by the junction capacitance 66

and tuning range exhibited by the adopted varactor, along with the 67

impedances that such variable capacitor sees at both fin and fout
27. 68

These impedances are set by the equivalent passive network formed 69

by the selected lumped components excluding the varactor. Such 70

network acts as a stabilization network for the non-autonomous 71

periodic regimes generated by the interrogating signal through the 72

large modulation of the varactor’s capacitance. The SubHT lumped 73

components are selected to minimize Pth given a desired fin value. 74

Yet, by including the chosen component with impedance dependent 75

on the targeted PoI within the stabilization network, any change 76

in the strength exerted on the SubHT by such PoI results into a 77

corresponding change of Pth, hence activating a previously unex- 78

plored dynamical behavior that is leveraged here for the first time 79

(Fig. 1d). Due to the steep slope of the Pout vs. Pin characteristic 80

for Pin approaching Pth and due to the fact that the power at fout 81

is only generated for Pin higher than Pth, any induced variations of 82

Pth, even if small, produces an extremely large change of Pout and, 83

consequently, of the power received (PR) at fout by the interrogating 84

device. Such change can span over several orders of magnitude, even 85

when only small perturbations to the SubHT operational point are 86

caused by the PoI. This unique dynamical feature provides the means 87

to achieve a sensitivity to the PoI and a dynamic range that greatly 88

exceed what is possible when the selected SubHT component with 89

electrical response dependent on the PoI is used as an independent 90

sensor. In other words, SubHTs pave the way towards tag-based 91

WSNs that can surpass, electronically, the limited sensitivity of their 92

sensitive element, instead of requiring more advanced technologies 93

that demand higher fabrication complexities or special operating con- 94

ditions unsuitable for a massive-scale deployment. By analyzing the 95

received power (PR) at fout , the interrogating node can then remotely 96

assess the strength of the PoI at the SubHT location. Thanks to the 97

fact that SubHTs can couple the sensed information to a different car- 98

rier frequency from the one used to interrogate them, they don’t need 99

high quality factor components. Instead, SubHTs enable full-duplex 100

transceiver architectures for the interrogating nodes, simply relying 101

on two filtering components, centered at fin and fout , to separate 102

simultaneously transmitted and received data streams. 103

Furthermore, it is also crucial to point out that due to the SubHTs 104

unique dynamics, the generation of their sub-harmonic output signal 105

from Pin can be significantly more efficient than the corresponding 106

production of a high-order harmonic in any harmonic tags. Such 107

unexplored feature is enabled by the capability of any parametric 108

systems operating above threshold to more efficiently transform the 109

energy stored by their nonlinear reactances at the driving frequency 110

into power at the desired sub-harmonic output frequency. This can be 111

verified, for instance, by monitoring the different trends of the power 112

dependent quality factor (Qv, Supplementary Fig. 4.) exhibited by an 113

ideal lossless nonlinear reactance, connected either to a lossless sta- 114

bilization network to enable a frequency division with minimum Pth 115

or to a circuit exploiting the same topology used for the stabilization 116

network, yet engineered to allow a frequency doubling functionality 117

with minimum CL. These frequency dividing and frequency dou- 118

bling systems operate with the same input frequency ( fc) and input 119

power (Pc) but with an output frequency being either half or twice fc 120

(Fig. 2). As we rely on these two exemplificative systems to assess 121

the capability of the same nonlinear reactance to generate different 122
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Fig. 2 | The power dependent quality factor exhibited by an ideal largely

modulated reactance used for frequency division or frequency doubling.

Typical trends of Qv vs. Pc attained through circuit simulations and relative

to an ideal nonlinear reactance, independently used by two same-order and

same-topology passive circuits respectively optimized for frequency division

by two (in blue) or for frequency doubling (in red). More details about

the simulation strategy we followed to extract these trends are reported in

Supplementary Fig. 4.

desired output frequencies, Qv is of great interest as it maps the ratio1

between the imaginary part of the modulated reactance impedance at2

fc and its nonlinearly generated resistance (Rconv). This resistance3

captures the effects of the capacitance modulation at fc on the energy4

transformation between input and output frequencies, thus progres-5

sively increasing as higher Pc values are used. Also, differently from6

CL, Qv is independent of the matching characteristics relative to the7

circuits ports, hence being a more adequate parameter to assess the8

intrinsic conversion capabilities granted by the same nonlinear reac-9

tance when used in the two analyzed systems. In particular, while Qv10

diverges for Pc tending to zero (for the frequency doubling circuit)11

or to Pth (for the parametric frequency dividing circuit), due to the12

decreasing capacitance modulation lowering Rconv, it progressively13

reduces as Pc is increased. In particular, by comparing the trends14

of Qv vs. Pc relative to the two investigated circuits, a significantly15

lower Qv value can be found, for Pc higher than Pth, when the non-16

linear reactance is used to parametrically generate a sub-harmonic17

output signal, like in SubHTs, rather than create a second harmonic18

one, like in any previously reported harmonic tags (Fig. 2). As a19

result, for low Pc values, the CL value achieved by SubHTs can be20

smaller than the corresponding value in harmonic tags, thus allowing21

to increase the SNR at the receiver of the interrogating nodes without22

requiring more power to be transmitted by the same nodes. Moreover,23

it is important to point out that since Pout has a frequency that is one24

fourth of the output one adopted for the same driving frequency by25

harmonic tags, the SNR improvement enabled by SubHTs is further26

amplified (by 12dB in free-space) due to a reduction in the path-loss27

affecting Pout before reaching any interrogating nodes.28

An Ultra-High-Frequency (UHF) SubHT for temperature29

sensing30

In order to experimentally demonstrate the unique performance fea-31

tures of SubHTs, we decided to build a SubHT prototype targeting32

a remote and continuous temperature (T ) sensing. This prototype33

was designed and assembled on a printed circuit board (PCB) made34

Input Output

L3

LmatchingC2

L2

C1

L1

 Stabilization Network

Varactor 

Thermistor

Fig. 3 | Circuit schematic of the realized SubHT for temperature sens-

ing. The components forming the stabilization network of the built SubHT

are shown, including the off-the-shelf thermistor used to activate the unique

temperature-sensitive dynamics leveraged during the sensing operation. The

values and model-numbers of all components in the circuit and a picture of

the fabricated SubHT are available in the Supplementary Material (Supple-

mentary Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 1).

of FR-4, relying on off-the-shelf lumped components including two 35

capacitors (C1 and C2), four inductors (L1, L2, L3, Lmatching), one 36

varactor and a commercial thermistor (Fig. 3). The thermistor was 37

used as the required sensitive element in the SubHT stabilization net- 38

work, allowing its unique temperature-sensitive dynamics. Following 39

our recent theoretical investigation on the stability of varactor-based 40

parametric systems27, and given the impedance exhibited at room 41

temperature by the selected thermistor, the inductors and capaci- 42

tors of the built SubHT were selected to minimize Pth at fin equal 43

to 886MHz. This was done by satisfying four resonant conditions 44

allowing the maximum voltage level across the varactor at fin, the 45

minimum leakage of Pout towards the receiving antenna and the low- 46

est impedance magnitude seen by the varactor at fout . In other words, 47

such design conditions simultaneously enable the largest modulation 48

depth of the varactor’s capacitance, the highest output power, and 49

the lowest loss that is to be parametrically compensated in order to 50

trigger the desired sub-harmonic oscillation in the circuit. We charac- 51

terized the unique temperature sensing capabilities of the SubHT by 52

placing it on a digitally controlled hotplate to vary the T value at the 53

SubHT location from 25◦C to 60◦C with a step of 2.5◦C. The SubHT 54

input and output ports were connected to two synchronized network 55

analyzers, respectively acting as a 50Ω signal generator at fin and as 56

a 50Ω power meter at fout . The measured Pout vs. Pin characteristics 57

for all the explored T values are reported (Fig. 4a), along with the 58

closely matching corresponding ones we found through circuit simu- 59

lations (Fig. 4b). As expected, a super-critical bifurcation was found 60

for all the explored T values, marking the transition between the 61

SubHT operational regions without frequency division and the ones 62

with frequency division. In particular, Pth values as low as -18.5dBm 63

were measured along with CL values approaching 21dB, which are 64

significantly lower than the ones of any reported harmonic tags re- 65

lying on unbiased nonlinear reactances23 to avoid using batteries or 66

energy harvesters. Furthermore, as the temperature at the SubHT 67

location was varied, we noticed a clear monotonic increase of Pth 68

caused by a temperature-driven change of the impedance seen by the 69

varactor at fin. Due to the steep slope of the Pout vs. Pin characteristic 70

exhibited in proximity of the super-critical bifurcation, such a shift 71

in Pth can produce a large variation of Pout that provides the means 72

to achieve the superior sensing capabilities reported in this work. 73

In fact, by strategically selecting a Pin value close to the specific 74
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Fig. 4 | Evaluation of the sensing capabilities of the fabricated SubHT. a,b, Measured (a) and simulated (b) Pout vs. Pin trends of the fabricated SubHT, at

fin = 886MHz and for different temperatures (T s) ranging from 25◦C to 60◦C. c,d, Measured (c) and simulated (d) Pout vs. T trends of the fabricated SubHT

for different Pin values close to the Pth value extracted at 25◦C. All the reported curves (a,b,c,d) were extracted through a wired characterization experiment.

More details about the experimental set-up and the followed simulation approach are discussed in the Supplementary Material (Supplementary Fig. 2).

Pth value measured at 25◦C, this SubHT can obtain extraordinary1

sensitivities and dynamic ranges that cannot be reached otherwise.2

This was confirmed, through both direct measurements and circuit3

simulations, by extracting the corresponding Pout values for different4

Pin close to -18.5dBm and when considering the same analyzed T5

values. The extracted values (P̂out ) from both our measurements and6

simulations, normalized to the corresponding Pout values at 25◦C,7

are shown in Fig. 4c and Fig. 4d respectively. As evident, the built8

SubHT can exhibit remarkable ratios (∆P̂out ) between the P̂out values9

extracted at 25◦C and 60◦C. This allows to reach average tempera-10

ture sensitivities (Savg=∆P̂out/∆T , being ∆T the size of the explored11

temperature range) as high as 1.4dB/◦C. Such Savg value is 20 times12

higher than what is attainable (0.07dB/◦C) when the thermistor in-13

cluded in the built SubHT is used as a separate sensor, altering the14

power flow between the two electrical ports of a dedicated optimized15

circuit exposed to the same temperature changes (Fig. 5). In addi-16

tion, the SubHT shows a maximum value (Smax) for the temperature17

sensitivity across the investigated temperature range, defined as the18

magnitude of the largest slope of the P̂out vs. T trend, of 6.2dB/◦C,19

measured at Pin equal to -17dBm and around a T value of 57.5◦C.20

In particular, we found that, by operating at such optimal working21

condition, the built SubHT not only exhibits the highest sensitivity 22

but also attains the lowest temperature resolution, equal to 0.002◦C 23

(see Supplementary Fig. 5 for a measured trend of resolution vs. Pin 24

at 57.5◦C). This proves that the predominant noise source limiting 25

the value of the minimum detectable temperature change is not the 26

adopted thermistor but the network analyzer used for the read-out. 27

Furthermore, the SubHT shows a large dynamic range of 48dB. The 28

measured Smax and dynamic range values are respectively 37 times 29

and 35,000 times higher than the corresponding values (0.17dB/◦C 30

and 2.6dB) attained when the thermistor in the SubHT circuit is 31

used as a separate temperature sensor (Fig. 5). Finally, the adjusted 32

R-squared value relative to the SubHT measured P̂out vs. T trend can 33

reach 0.9669 , demonstrating a good linearity between temperature 34

and P̂out . So, our measured results demonstrate that SubHTs can 35

surpass the fundamental limits of the sensitive component in their sta- 36

bilization networks. A comparison between Smax and the maximum 37

sensitivity values attained by other recently reported intensity-level 38

temperature sensors is provided in Table 1. As evident, the measured 39

SubHT can exhibit a higher temperature sensitivity than any other 40

previously reported counterparts, yet not requiring any active and 41

large sensing set-ups, such as those needed when relying on optical 42
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components and systems, or any advanced integrated complementary1

metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) and SAW devices.2

After characterizing its sensing capabilities through a wired set-3

up, we designed a new experiment to demonstrate the ability of the4

built SubHT to operate as a fully passive WSN, remotely sensing any5

temperature variations even when operating in uncontrolled electro-6

magnetic environments like the authors’ laboratories at Northeastern7

University. In order to do so, two off-the-shelf 50Ω-matched dipole8

antennas were connected at the SubHT’s input and output ports. This9

rendered the SubHT simultaneously able to receive its interrogating10

signal wirelessly and to radiate its parametrically generated output11

signal. Moreover, two additional antennas, identical to those used12

by the SubHT, were connected to the same network analyzers from13

the previous wired characterization (Fig. 4c). This allowed to em-14

ulate a complementary wireless interrogating transceiver like the15

one conceptualized in Fig. 1a, able to radiate an interrogating signal16

at 886MHz with power PT while simultaneously receiving a por-17

tion (i.e., PR) of Pout at 443MHz. The two network analyzers were18

positioned 4 meters away from the SubHT and next to each other,19

as depicted in Fig. 6a. As in our former experiment, the SubHT20

was placed on top of a digitally controlled hotplate to set the tem-21

perature value at its now remote location. All the antennas were22

physically oriented to minimize any polarization losses that would23

lower the power received by the SubHT (i.e., Pin) and reduce PR. The24

adoption of an additional amplification stage, connected between the25

output port of the network analyzer used for transmission and the26

adjacent antenna, allowed to sweep PT between 20dBm and 40dBm,27

while varying T at the SubHT location as in our former wired ex-28

periment. The measured PR vs. PT characteristic for the explored29

T values is reported in Fig. 6b. As evident, distinguishable and30

monotonic temperature-driven changes of the PT values triggering31

the sub-harmonic oscillation (PT
th) in the SubHT can be observed,32

even when operating the SubHT as a WSN. In particular, PT
th values33

between 27dBm and 34dBm were found as T was varied from 25◦C34

to 60◦C. Such high power levels are needed to compensate for the35

losses encountered during the electromagnetic propagation and for36

Table 1 | Comparison with other temperature sensors. The maxi-

mum temperature sensitivity and the corresponding resolution of the

SubHT (i.e., Smax) are compared with those recently demonstrated

by other previously reported counterparts, over different temperature

ranges and through other sensing technologies.

Sensor Sensing Temperature Max Min

Prototypes Technology Range Sensitivity Resolution

(◦C) (dB/◦C) (◦C)

This work Parametric 25-60 6.2 0.002

Ref.29 Optical 22-27 0.058 -

Ref.30 Optical 25-65 0.42 -

Ref.31 Optical 26-100 0.23 -

Ref.32 Optical 47-63 2.26 -

Ref.33 Optical 22-40 2.1 0.0005

Ref.34 Optical 40-100 0.24 -

Ref.35 Optical 15-60 0.22 -

Ref.36 Optical 20-75 0.03 0.03

Ref.37 Optical 30-80 0.1 0.0098

Ref.38 Optical 22-60 0.13 -

Ref.21 SAW 25-300 0.16 -

Ref.39 SAW 35-118 0.13 -

Ref.40 SAW 25-300 0.065 0.15

Ref.41 SAW 20-100 - 0.016

Ref.42 CMOS 0-100 - 0.0582

Ref.43 CMOS 30-49 0.027 0.003

Ref.44 CMOS -20-60 - 0.21

those introduced by all the adopted electrical components and con- 37

nections. Since for PT higher than PT
th the measured PR values are 38

20dB or less above the noise floor of the network analyzer used to 39

extract them, the wireless sensing of T can be achieved across the 40

entire explored temperature range for PT values higher than 34dBm. 41

The measured and simulated PR values (P̂R ) for all the investigated 42

T values and normalized with respect to the corresponding PR values 43

at 25◦C are reported in Fig. 6c and Fig. 6d respectively. As evident, 44

a large difference (∆P̂R) between the PR values at 25◦C and 60◦C 45

was found for PT equal to 34dBm, resulting in an average sensitivity 46

(Sw
avg) of 0.6dB/◦C and in a dynamic range of 21dB. A maximum 47

measured sensitivity (Sw
max) of 3dB/◦C was detected for the same PT 48

value. It is worth pointing out that the measured Sw
avg and Sw

max values 49

exceeds by nearly 4 and 19 times the corresponding ones just recently 50

demonstrated by using advanced mm-wave imaging circuits that an- 51

alyze the temperature sensitive echo generated by a 2 meters distant 52

passive tag45. Furthermore, while our preliminary measurements 53

already showed that the built SubHT enables longer communication 54

ranges, up to 7 meters, even longer ranges are expected in the future 55

through further technological and design developments. For instance, 56

as we theoretically discussed in27, the minimum parametric power 57

threshold exhibited by any varactor-based parametric system is ul- 58

timately set by the load and source characteristic impedances that, 59

for SubHTs, represent the input impedances of the adopted antennas. 60

Hence, through the future use of custom low-impedance (<10Ω) an- 61

tenna designs, we anticipate to reduce this power threshold by more 62

than 200 times, thereby enabling much longer communication ranges 63

and higher sensitivities, which will be exclusively limited by the re- 64

ceiver’s power sensitivity and by the noise floor of the interrogating 65

nodes. 66

Conclusions 67

We have presented a novel class of chip-less and battery-less tag- 68

based WSNs, named as subharmonic tags (SubHTs). We have 69

showed that SubHTs are inherently able to surpass all the perfor- 70
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Fig. 6 | Wireless characterization of the built SubHT used as a WSN. a, Overview of the wireless set-up used to characterize the SubHT as a WSN, sensing

the local temperature at 4 meters away from two network analyzers placed in the RF test and characterization facility of our group (the MicronRF Laboratory)

and together emulating a complementary interrogating node. More details regarding this set-up are provided in the Supplementary Material (Supplementary

Fig. 3). b, Measured PR vs. PT trends extracted for the explored temperatures. c,d, Measured (c) and simulated (d) P̂R vs. T trends extracted from the wireless

characterization of the built SubHT.

mance limitations of the existing harmonic tags. Also, they enable1

record-high sensitivities and dynamic ranges while being exclusively2

formed by off-the-shelf components assembled on printed substrates.3

These unprecedented characteristics were experimentally verified4

in a standard laboratory setting. In order to do so, we built the first5

Ultra-High-Frequency SubHT prototype designed to continuously6

monitor the temperature remotely from an interrogating node. The7

unique dynamics leveraged by the reported system and discussed8

for the first time in this article allowed to achieve large, electron-9

ically and passively boosted temperature sensitivity and dynamic10

range, up to 6.2dB/◦C and 48dB. These values are respectively 3711

and 35,000 times higher than what is possible when the commercial12

thermistor, selected as the SubHT temperature-sensitive component,13

is independently used as a temperature sensor for operation within14

the same explored temperature range. Also, due to its large sensitiv-15

ity, a minimum temperature resolution of 0.002◦C was found. The16

maximum sensitivity achieved by the SubHT highly exceeds the ones17

attained by state-of-the-art counterparts relying on advanced on-chip18

manufacturing or on large optical components and systems.19
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Figures

Figure 1

A Sub-Harmonic Tag (SubHT) and its unique operational features



Figure 2

The power dependent quality factor exhibited by an ideal largely modulated reactance used for frequency
division or frequency doubling.



Figure 3

Circuit schematic of the realized SubHT for temperature sensing.



Figure 4

Evaluation of the sensing capabilities of the fabricated SubHT

Figure 5

Surpassing the limits in the achievable sensitivity.



Figure 6

Wireless characterization of the built SubHT used as a WSN.
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